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The burgeoning popularity of double guns (both over/unders and side-by-sides) in the United
States is no secret, and few gunmakers know more about them than Steven Dodd Hughes, who
has been building, repairing, and customizing these firearms for three decades.

About the AuthorNutritionist specialist and fitness enthusiast, Emma Vickens has been in the
business for over ten years now and is still driven by the same objective, which is to share as
much of my knowledge as she can to people so that they can live a happier, longer and healthier
life.She firmly believe that you are what you eat and adopting healthy habits is life changing. She
works with a holistic approach to health where she puts her focus on natural remedies through
food and nutrients. She knows, through her experiences, that changing habits; the way you eat,
the way you think about nutrition are a difficult challenge, but she also knows that achieving it is
far more rewarding.Her most valuable advices will always be to eat organic fruits and
vegetables, free raised meat and pure drinking water. Emma believes that mother nature gave
us everything we need to live a healthy life, and the society is, by all means, killing it.
Conservatives, protein meat, chemicals in fruits and vegetables, all of it is full of unhealthy
products that provoke early diseases, weak body, and low-energy levels.She recently took the
road to explore different cultures, get educated by the ones who grow their food in every
continent. From villages to villages she experimented every cultures, habits and healthy diet that
only a few people keep on doing. Mixing her knowledge with what she has learned became a
real opportunity to share it.For the past ten years, she has been working as private nutritionists,
gave cooking classes and spoke publicly. The last step in her journey is to put down on paper
what she knows so she can reach as many people as she can and hope you will be inspired and
live a healthier and happier life.Through her books, she hopes to give you enough content that
will enable you to grow on your own. Her experiences made it possible and she is extremely
happy to share her personalised recipes, diet plans she has created for years, and that proved
to work for thousands of individuals. Cooking can be an easy task with the right ingredients,
tools, and instructions and it is the challenge she decided to overpass. Eat clean and easy for a
healthier and happier life.
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TolkienFan, “Unique look at doubles from a traditional perspective. I bought this book as
background material for a project that I was about to undertake. I wanted to do some
modification work on a European double and was looking for some general information that
would support my intentions. This book was one of four that I bought before starting the project.
Two others that I found interesting are 
  
Gun Craft: Fine Guns and Gunmakers in the 21st Century

  
  
which I consider one of the finest gun books EVER on traditional gun studies (particularly
European..), and 
  
Shooting the British Double Rifle: A Modern Guide for Load Development and Use, 3rd Edition

  
  
which is of tremendous value to those who need load information for traditional British
cartridges.After ordering this book 'DOUBLE GUNS and CUSTOM GUNSMITHING', I was not
certain what to expect. When the book arrived I looked it over casually and was about to return it
because I thought it was just another "do it this way" book...which I had no intention of doing!!
Then I sat down with it and started reading a little and discovered that the author (Steven Dodd
Hughes..) had done some homework before publishing this effort. This encouraged me to keep
reading and I am glad that I did.You should note that this book is about double guns (ONLY
double guns..) and about general gunsmithing techniques that are used on double guns (ONLY



double guns!!!..). One of the most redeeming features about the book is the author's recital of his
various trips to european factories and shops and his visits with well-know craftsmen where he
gained a lot of his insight into doubles and the special care required for their longevity. If you are
interested in doubles or have a project in mind that starts with a double, this book will help you
(probably in many ways..).The book is well written and edited with just enough detail to get the
point across without being too verbose or reading like a science journal. As you progress
through the work you will undoubtedly notice the lack of COLOR images. I am not certain why
this is, but it does not detract from the book's purpose. In fact, the photos throughout the text,
while black/white, show up well and add a lot of value to the written text. There is a series of
color plates in the center of the book that detail some of the work mentioned in the text and
those color plates are very well done!The book has a section on buying used doubles with a
study of case histories that detail some of the "best practices" when it comes to shopping for
doubles. Another section on custom gunsmithing discusses stock work, metal work, TIG
welding, and some of the tools used as well as a nice bit on stock finishing. A third section
discusses the trials and tribulations of evaluating stock blanks for a purposeful match with the
gun. And of course there is a section on specific 'custom' guns (L.C. Smith, Mod 21, Fox, Rizzini,
and others..) as well as one on engraving. All in all, a nice complete discussion of doubles and
what makes up "quality" as opposed to "eye candy".So, after dispelling my initial reaction to the
book, I am happy to say that it is a very welcome addition to my library on guns (and double
guns in particular..). This is a book that you can sit down with and READ. There is not a lot of
specific information on "how to's", but rather a significant discussion on what things are done to
doubles by both factories and custom craftsmen and why they are important. To the owner (or
prospective owner..) of a nice double gun, this book will add knowledge and enjoyment to your
purchase. It may also prevent you from making an expensive mistake!!Five stars for a nicely
done work on double guns. I readily recommend this book to anyone who owns or hopes to own
a nice double. Definitely worth the money!”

Brian Burkholder, “A Great Investment. Sometime in the future I will be the owner of a few old
doubles. I was looking for a book that could give me a more than basic understanding of
gunmaking and gunsmithing so that when I do drop a bunch of cash on some old guns I'll be
familiar with any of the processes involved in making these guns what I them to be (opening
chokes, stock fitting, lengthening chambers, etc.). This book provided me with answers to all the
questions I could think of at this point in the game. Maybe I'll have more questions later, and
when I do I'll turn to this book.”

John, “Excellent background for understanding custom guns. Great background material for
appreciating what you're looking at when you admire a custom made gun or rifle. This book
includes chapters on what goes into balancing, metal work, the stock, etc. Something as simple
as adding a recoil pad changes the balance and "feel" of a firearm; and the discussion on how a



competent gunsmith deals with that was intriguing. I found the stocking chapter particularly
helpful for someone wanting to know what to look for in a stock blank if attempting to re-stock a
gun, or have it done by someone who knows what he's doing. A purchaser of a fine gun, or any
gun for that matter, involves choices for the purchaser; and this book helps make those informed
choices.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book but get the hard copy. Great book with examples and photos,
there was some terminology that was a little difficult for a non gunsmith and the kindle version
was a little difficult to correlate the pictures to the text”

Bill S, “Four Stars. Hughes is an excellent writer with incredible gunsmithing background.”

james a beck, “A very specific to subject book with abundant information - .... A very specific to
subject book with abundant information - am thinking of buying his earlier book of
shotgunsmithing to see what I may have missed.”

Donald Gibbs, “Lots of info. Enjoyable reading.. Lots of info.  Enjoyable reading.”

lynnmcc, “Good book.. Very good book .”

bkprice, “Five Stars. Excellent !”

The book by Guy Montag has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 41 people have provided feedback.
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